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The magnetic structure of the edge-sharing cuprate compound Li2CuO2 has been investigated with highly
correlated ab initio electronic structure calculations. The first- and second-neighbor in-chain magnetic interac-
tions are calculated to be 142 and 222 K, respectively. The ratio between the two parameters is smaller than
suggested previously in the literature. The interchain interactions are antiferromagnetic in nature and of the
order of a few K only. Monte Carlo simulations using the ab initio parameters to define the spin model
Hamiltonian result in a Ne´el temperature in good agreement with experiment. Spin population analysis situates
the magnetic moment on the copper and oxygen ions between the completely localized picture derived from
experiment and the more delocalized picture based on local-density calculations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.014448 PACS number~s!: 75.10.Dg, 75.50.EeI. INTRODUCTION
The impressive richness of the magnetic behavior of the
different copper oxide compounds can be traced back to a
large extent to the stacking of the CuO4 plaquettes in the
lattice. Corner sharing CuO4 units give rise to large antifer-
romagnetic interactions, while edge sharing units normally
result in rather weak ferromagnetic interactions. Depending
on the number of linkages between the different CuO4 units,
spin chains are formed ~neighbors in one direction only! or
CuO2 planes appear, typical of the high-Tc superconductor
cuprates. The combination of edge sharing and corner shar-
ing CuO4 plaquettes can give rise to spin ladders ~e.g., the
Srn21CunO2n21 with n>2 series! or zigzag spin chains
~e.g., SrCuO2!. Based on these geometrical considerations,
Li2CuO2 can be classified as a quasi-one-dimensional ~1D!
spin-12 chain formed by edge sharing CuO4 units. Hence it is
expected that the dominant magnetic interaction along the
spin chain is ferromagnetic and that there exist additional
weaker interchain interactions that account for the nonzero
Ne´el temperature. The sign of the latter interactions cannot
be predicted beforehand and must be derived either from
interpretation of experimental data or by independent high-
level theoretical treatment of the electronic structure.
The magnetic structure of Li2CuO2 was described by
Sapin˜a and co-workers.1 Their neutron-scattering experi-
ments indicate that spin ordering sets in at approximately 9
K and consists of an antiferromagnetic ~AFM! alignment
along the body diagonal of ferromagnetically ~FM! ordered
spin chains that run along the b axis ~see Fig. 1!. The mag-
netic moment of 0.92mB was entirely attributed to the Cu21
ion. Later, Boehm and co-workers measured the dispersion
of the spin-wave excitations in this compound and they in-
terpreted the results with a Heisenberg Hamiltonian in which
six different magnetic coupling parameters appear.2 They
classify Li2CuO2 as an antiferromagnetic insulator with0163-1829/2002/66~1!/014448~11!/$20.00 66 0144competing magnetic interaction based on their finding that
all nearest-neighbor interactions, including the in-chain inter-
action, were predicted to be antiferromagnetic and of similar
size. The magnitude of all these interactions was found to be
rather small, less than 3 K. In addition, a significant second-
neighbor in-chain interaction was reported ferromagnetic in
character.
Li2CuO2 has also been subject of theoretical studies. Sev-
eral authors performed density-functional theory ~DFT! cal-
culations within the local-density approximation ~LDA! on
the periodic structure.3–7 In all these studies the nonmagnetic
phase has been found to be metallic and a small band gap of
;0.1 eV is found for the antiferromagnetic alignment of the
FIG. 1. Crystal structure of the quasi-1D spin-chain Li2CuO2 .
Small dark gray spheres represent copper ions, large gray spheres
depict the oxygen ions, and the light spheres the lithium ions.©2002 The American Physical Society48-1
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the antibonding band consisting of Cu-3dxy and O-2p orbit-
als with four different hopping parameters. Both for the in-
chain and interchain hopping, the fit results in second-
neighbor interactions that are larger than the nearest-
neighbor couplings.3,4 Moreover, the LDA calculations result
in magnetic moments as large as 0.2mB for the oxygen ions
in the compounds, which is claimed to be larger than any
experimental O moment.4 Similar conclusions were derived
by Tanaka, Suzuki, and Motizuki,7 who studied the effect of
the introduction of the on-site repulsion in the LDA scheme
by applying the LDA1U scheme. For U54 eV, a band gap
of 0.72 eV was found. The magnetic moment on oxygen is
hardly sensitive to the introduction of the on-site repulsion in
the calculation, it only changes from 0.22mB for LDA to
0.21mB for LDA1U with U54 eV.
Mizuno et al. analyzed the magnetic interactions in this
system by diagonalizing a three band Hubbard Hamiltonian
for finite copper oxide clusters.8 The model parameters were
derived from experiment or taken from the lamellar cuprates
La2CuO4 and Sr2CuO2Cl2 . The experimental data could be
well reproduced by a ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor inter-
action of 100 K and a second-neighbor interaction of 260 K,
antiferromagnetic in nature. The latter value is reduced to
240 K when interchain interactions along the body diagonal
are taken into account. This interchain interaction was calcu-
lated to be 216 K.9
This surprisingly large second-neighbor coupling has
been attributed to the short distance between oxygens on the
chains which can cause a relatively large overlap between
oxygens that connect second-neighbor copper ions.4,8,9 For
comparison, the O-O distance in Li2CuO2 along the chains is
2.86 Å, while the interatomic distance is 3.9 Å for oxygens
in corner sharing spin-chain compounds as Sr2CuO3 and
Ca2CuO3 .
In this paper, we apply the well-established computational
methods of quantum chemistry as an alternative to the
above-mentioned approaches to obtain insight in the com-
plex magnetic structure of Li2CuO2 . As an extension of a
preliminary study,10 attention will not only be focused on the
accurate determination of the in-chain magnetic parameters,
but also on the interchain magnetic interactions and the hop-
ping parameters. The ab initio quantum chemical schemes
provide a sound hierarchy of increasing accuracy and can be
applied both within a periodic and a local ~or cluster model!
representation of the material. Results obtained over the last
decade show that quantum chemical methods, which will be
introduced in some more detail in the next section, are ca-
pable of reproducing the nature and the absolute magnitude
of magnetic interactions in quantitative agreement with
experiment.11,12 For the present material, experimental data
about the magnetic coupling parameters is less clear and the
validity of the ab initio microscopic electronic structure pa-
rameters must be established in a different way. For this pur-
pose, we perform several checks, internal and external, to the
computational schemes applied. In the first place, we vali-
date the cluster model comparing the results with periodic
calculations performed at the same level of approximation.
Second, the cluster size and basis set dependence of the pa-01444rameters is investigated. However, the most important check
is provided by the determination of several thermodynamic
equilibrium quantities through Monte Carlo simulations us-
ing the ab initio microscopic electronic structure parameters
to define the effective magnetic Hamiltonian. These macro-
scopic quantities can easily be compared with experiment
and provide us with a rigorous check on the consistency of
the parameters.
II. QUANTUM CHEMICAL DETERMINATION OF J AND t
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the pathways for the magnetic
interactions and hopping processes considered in the present
study. In the first place, we focus our attention on the relative
magnitude of the in-chain interactions to clarify the uncer-
tainty about the importance of second-neighbor interactions
FIG. 2. Interaction pathways ~marked by black lines! for the
in-chain magnetic coupling and hopping parameters.
FIG. 3. Interaction pathways ~marked by black lines! for the
interchain magnetic coupling and hopping parameters between
chains located in different a-b planes. For the nearest-neighbor in-
teractions ~Jc ,1 and tc ,1! six equivalent pathways can be defined.8-2
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~Jb ,1 and tb ,1!, for which Jb ,1 has been claimed to be
antiferromagnetic1,2 in spite of the almost rectangular nature
of the Cu-O-Cu bond and in contradiction to the
Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson rules.13–15 Second, we de-
rive ab initio estimates of the interchain interactions. Beside
the nearest-neighbor interactions along the a axis ~Ja ,1 and
ta ,1 , not shown in the figures! and the body diagonal ~Jc ,1
and tc ,1!, we also consider the next-nearest-neighbor interac-
tion along the body diagonal ~Jc ,2 and tc ,2!. The latter inter-
action has been claimed to be as important as the nearest-
neighbor interaction by Mizuno et al.9 Although the copper
ions involved in this interaction are more separated than for
Jc ,1 , the magnetic pathway is identical ~Cu-O-Li-O-Cu! for
both interactions. From geometrical considerations, it can
even be expected that the next-nearest-neighbor pathway is
more favorable ~see Fig. 3!.
A. Computational methods and material model
Two requisites must be fulfilled for an accurate determi-
nation of the electronic structure parameters with a finite
representation of the material. In the first place, the cluster
model must be chosen such that no serious artifacts are in-
troduced. Once the material model is fixed, the appropriate
N-electron eigenfunctions of the resulting exact ~nonrelativ-
istic! cluster Hamiltonian must be approximated in a very
accurate way. Ab initio cluster model studies performed over
the last ten years established a successful computational
strategy to meet both criteria.11,12,16–24
The cluster model is constructed by including the mag-
netic centers and its direct neighbors in the quantum cluster
region, which is treated at an all-electron level. These atoms
are embedded in a set of total ion potentials ~TIP’s! that
represent the cations surrounding the quantum region.25
Thereafter, optimized point charges are added to account for
the long-range electrostatic interactions of the quantum re-
gion with the rest of the crystal. The TIP’s account for the
short-range interaction between cluster atoms and surround-
ings ~Coulomb and exchange interaction! and avoid the spu-
rious delocalization of the charge distribution of the oxygens
towards the bare positive point charges. The basic unit to
study the in-chain magnetic interactions ~Jb ,1 and Jb ,2! is the
Cu3O8Li6 cluster embedded in two Cu21 TIP’s plus point
charges. The small number of electrons associated with the
Li1 ions permits us to add these ions to the quantum region
instead of treating them ~more approximately! with TIP’s.
Similar considerations lead to the following quantum regions
for the interchain interactions: Cu2O8Li4 for Ja ,1 and ta ,1 ,
Cu2O8Li4 for Jc ,1 and tc ,1 , and Cu2O8Li2 for Jc ,2 and tc ,2 .
Again, all these cluster models are completed by adding
TIP’s and optimized point charges. Because no simple rela-
tion exists to extract the hopping parameters from a three
center cluster,26 the in-chain hopping parameters tb ,1 and tb ,2
are extracted from a Cu2O6Li4 and a Cu2O8Li6 cluster, re-
spectively. The latter cluster is identical to that used to cal-
culate Jb ,1 and Jb ,2 but for the Cu21 ion in the center of the
cluster which is replaced by a 21 point charge. This modi-
fied cluster has been applied before by Mizuno et al. to de-01444rive Jb ,2 and Sec. II F will show that the modification does
not seriously affect the results.
The Heisenberg Hamiltonian reduces to Hˆ 52JSˆ 1Sˆ 2 for
the two center clusters and the magnetic coupling constant is
obtained from the energy difference of the singlet and triplet
coupled spin states. Positive J’s correspond to ferromagnetic
interactions and a negative J indicates that antiferromagnetic
coupling is preferred. The hopping integral t can be defined
as the matrix element of the Hamiltonian between the states
in which the hole is localized on center a and center b. In a
symmetry adapted description of the electronic structure, this
matrix element corresponds to half the energy difference be-
tween the states with the hole in the magnetic orbital of
gerade symmetry @g5(1/A2)(a1b)# and ungerade symme-
try @u5(1/A2)(a2b)# .27,28 The three center cluster allows a
simultaneous calculation of Jb ,1 and Jb ,2 using the relations
between the spin eigenstates of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian
Hˆ 52J1(Sˆ 1Sˆ 21Sˆ 2Sˆ 3)2J2Sˆ 1Sˆ 3 and the electronic eigen-
states of the cluster Hamiltonian. From the mapping we ob-
tain Jb ,15 23 @E(Du)2E(Qu)# and Jb ,25Jb ,12@E(Du)
2E(Dg)# ,29 where Qu is the quartet coupled spin state of
ungerade symmetry, and Du and Dg the doublet states of
ungerade and gerade symmetry, respectively.
The methods to compute the electronic structure have
been applied before to many related transition-metal com-
pounds in the study of magnetic coupling constants and hop-
ping parameters. Here, we will only briefly review the main
point of the methods; for a more detailed description the
reader is referred to previous work ~Refs. 20, 21, 23, and
references therein!. The simplest yet physically meaningful
approximation of the N-electron wave function is a complete
active space ~CAS! wave function constructed by distribut-
ing the unpaired electrons in all possible ways over the mag-
netic orbitals. This corresponds to the unscreened Anderson
model of superexchange and will be used here as the refer-
ence wave function for more elaborate treatments of the elec-
tronic structure that include a much larger part of the electron
correlation. In the first place, we apply the difference dedi-
cated configuration interaction ~DDCI! scheme, which is
specially designed to obtain accurate energy differences.30–32
The method excludes those determinants from the CI wave
function that up to second-order perturbation theory do not
contribute to the energy difference of the electronic states
under study. These are exactly the determinants connected to
double replacements from the inactive ~or doubly occupied!
orbitals into the virtual ~or empty! orbitals. Since these de-
terminants are most numerous, the DDCI selection largely
reduces the computational cost with almost no loss of accu-
racy. Moreover, the method has a much smaller size-
consistency error than the complete singles-doubles CI.
Because the computational demands are still quite el-
evated for the DDCI method, we explore the basis set and
cluster size dependency of the electronic structure param-
eters with an alternative method, namely the complete active
space second-order perturbation theory ~CASPT2!.33,34 This
method considers the effect of all single and double replace-
ments but treats them only by second-order perturbation
theory. The method has recently been shown to reproduce8-3
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about the one-electron basis set can be found in the Appen-
dix.
B. Validation of the material model
The most rigorous modelization of a crystal is obtained by
imposing periodic boundary conditions on a small building
block, typically the unit cell. This way of representing the
crystal leads to band-structure theory for which various
implementations exist. The simplest version is the well-
known tight-binding method, which is mainly used for quali-
tative reasoning. Among the quantitative band-structure
methods, one of the most popular variants is based on DFT
within the local-density approximation. The expression of
the exchange-correlation part of the functional is based on
the noninteracting electron gas. This functional can be im-
proved by adding gradient corrections or mixing in an arbi-
trary amount of the exact Fock exchange ~the so-called hy-
brid functionals!. Here, we validate our—at first sight
somewhat rough—modelization of the crystal by comparing
periodic unrestricted Hartree-Fock ~UHF! calculations with
similar calculations applied to the cluster model. UHF uses
the exact nonlocal Fock exchange, but ignores the dynamical
electron correlation effects. To a large extent, UHF is the
spin unrestricted equivalent of the complete active space
self-consistent field ~CASSCF! computational scheme men-
tioned before, i.e., it basically describes the unscreened
Anderson model, normally results in the correct sign of the
interactions, but largely underestimates the experimental val-
ues because only nondynamical electron correlation effects
are considered. We apply the linear combination of atomic
orbitals ~LCAO! approximation to construct the one-electron
basis functions in the periodic calculations.
The magnetic coupling parameters are extracted from pe-
riodic calculations by comparing the energy per unit cell of
different spin alignments.22,35,36 However, the difference of
the FM and AFM spin alignment in the simple unit cell only
gives us information about Jc ,1 . To obtain estimates for the
interactions corresponding to the five closest Cu-Cu dis-
tances, we have considered the following double and triple
supercells in addition to the simplest one. Doubling along the
a axis gives us two different antiferromagnetic spin align-
ments @AFM2a(0) and AFM2a(1), the Sz quantum number
of the supercell is given in parentheses# related to Ja ,1 and
Ja ,2 . Doubling along the b axis gives us two other antiferro-
magnetic alignments @AFM2b(0) and AFM2b(1)# and pro-
vides a way to extract Jb ,1 . Finally, the triplication of the
unit cell along the b axis @AFM3b(0)# allows us to extract
Jb ,2 . The calculation of Jc ,2 requires a fourfold supercell and
has not been considered because of the very high computa-
tional demand. An overview of the computational details of
the periodic calculations can also be found in the Appendix.
Table I reports the UHF energies per unit cell of the dif-
ferent supercells with respect to the simple FM cell. It also
lists the relations between these energies and the magnetic
coupling parameters obtained by a mapping onto the Ising
Hamiltonian.22,37,38 For spin unrestricted calculations, one
has to rely on the Ising Hamiltonian because the different01444spin settings are in general not eigenfunctions of the Heisen-
berg Hamiltonian.22,23 Solving the set of linear equations
given in Table I results in the following magnetic interaction
parameters: Jb ,15127.9 K, Jb ,2525.5 K, Ja ,150.2 K, Ja ,2
520.7 K, and Jc ,1520.2 K. Although the numerical preci-
sion of the computational methods applied is better than 0.1
K, the smallness of the interchain interactions makes them
less suitable to validate the cluster model. Nevertheless, the
in-chain interactions are clearly larger and can be used to
make a comparison with the results obtained from a local
point of view. Hence we have used the three center cluster
described in the previous section and calculated the UHF
energies of the high-spin state @a~1!a~2!a~3!, corresponding
to a ferromagnetic alignment of the spins on the three copper
ions#, and two broken symmetry states @a~1!a~2!b~3! and
a~1!b~2!a~3!#. From the energy differences, we obtain J1
5127.0 K and J2526.7 K, in good agreement with the pe-
riodic calculations. This comparison validates the modeliza-
tion of the crystal with an embedded cluster model to extract
local electronic structure parameters with more sophisticated
quantum chemical schemes than the UHF method used in the
periodic calculations. This observation is not unique for
Li2CuO2 , and has been reported before for a large series of
transition-metal oxides and fluorides.20,22,35,39–42
The validation of the embedded-cluster model approach
for the calculation of t cannot be achieved in the same way.
Extremely large supercells are needed to obtain a realistic
hole concentration to directly calculate the hopping integral
in a periodic approach. There exist, however, some indirect
support for the suitability of the cluster model approach to
calculate t’s. In the first place the cluster model satisfactorily
reproduces the generally accepted value of t for La2CuO4 .26
Moreover, the LDA hopping parameters of Sr2CuO3 and
Ca2CuO3 obtained from the cluster model and deduced from
periodic LDA calculations43 are almost identical.20
C. Magnetic interactions
The first cluster model, Cu3O8Li6 , allows us to calculate
both Jb ,1 and Jb ,2 . The ferromagnetic character of Jb ,1 found
with all three computational methods applied ~cf. Table II! is
in agreement with the Goodenough-Kanamori-Anderson
~GKA! rules.13–15 Although the Cu-O-Cu angle is not strictly
TABLE I. UHF relative energies per formula unit of different
spin settings in simple ~AFM and FM!, double @AFM2a(0),
AFM2a(1), AFM2b(1), and AFM2b(0)# and triple @AFM3b(0)#
cells. The relations resulting from a mapping onto the Ising Hamil-
tonian are also given.
Supercell Relation Relative energy ~in K!
AFM2a(0) 4Ja ,214Jc ,1 23.474
AFM2a(1) Ja ,112Ja ,214Jc ,1 21.895
AFM 8Jc ,1 21.263
FM 0 0.000
AFM2b(1) Jb ,112Ja ,214Jc ,1 125.994
AFM3b(0) 2Jb ,114Ja ,214Jc ,112Jb ,2 241.412
AFM2b(0) 2Jb ,114Ja ,214Jc ,1 252.3038-4
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romagnetic contribution to the Cu-Cu interaction is still
dominant. To give a more firm basis to the ferromagnetic
nature of Jb ,1 , we have investigated at what angle the anti-
ferromagnetic contribution becomes dominant and the inter-
action changes sign. To this purpose, we have varied the
Cu-O-Cu angle in a Cu2O6Li4 cluster model maintaining the
Cu-O distance fixed at the experimental value of 1.956 Å, all
other cluster atoms and the embedding remained unchanged.
The outcome of this computational experiment shows that
the nearest-neighbor interaction reaches a maximum around
97° and remains ferromagnetic up to angles as large as 104°.
For angles smaller than 90°, the interaction becomes antifer-
romagnetic around 80°. The structure is, however, very
stressed at these small angles and the results might be af-
fected by this stress. Nevertheless, the results show that the
experimental Cu-O-Cu angle of 94° lies in the middle of the
ferromagnetic range and hence the suggestion of an antifer-
romagnetic nearest-neighbor interaction is not supported.
Comparing the results of the three different computational
schemes, we observe the usual behavior. The ~almost! uncor-
related CASSCF wave function reproduces the correct sign
but the inclusion of the important electron correlation effects
by CASPT2 or DDCI largely enhances the interaction. The
final result (Jb ,15142 K) is of the same order of magnitude
as that derived from the three band model Hamiltonian
(Jb ,15100 K),8,9 but much larger ~and of opposite sign! than
the one obtained from the fitting of the spin-wave dispersions
(Jb ,1522.8 K).2
The next-nearest-neighbor in-chain interaction, derived
from the same Cu3O8Li6 cluster, is antiferromagnetic in na-
ture and hence introduces a frustration in the spin chain. The
calculated absolute magnitude of the interaction is, however,
much smaller than the predictions mentioned in the Introduc-
tion. For the CASSCF wave function, Jb ,2 is about 5% of Jb ,1
and can be considered negligible. On the other hand, the
explicitly correlated wave functions significantly increase
Jb ,2 and our final estimate corresponds to 222 K and a ratio
TABLE II. Magnetic coupling parameters ~in K! and hopping
integrals ~in meV! for Li2CuO2 . CASSCF represents the un-
screened Anderson model, whereas CASPT2 and DDCI include ex-
ternal electron correlation effects. Jb ,1 and Jb ,2 parametrize the
nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor in-chain magnetic interaction,
respectively. Ja ,1 stands for the interchain interaction along the a
axis. Jc ,1 and Jc ,2 are the nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor inter-
chain interactions along the c axis. For t, analogous nomenclature is
applied. See also Figs. 2 and 3.
Method Jb ,1 Jb ,2 Ja ,1 Jc ,1 Jc ,2
CASSCF 45 23 0.0 0.0 20.4
CASPT2 150 221 210.2 212.8 213.9
DDCI 142 222 21.4 0.0 23.6
tb ,1 tb ,2 ta ,1 tc ,1 tc ,2
CASSCF 179 125 29 28 253
CASPT2 322 267 212 67 2115
DDCI 143 120 28 28 25201444Jb ,2 /Jb ,1520.15. It is interesting to note that the Li ions
play an important role in the ratio between Jb ,1 and Jb ,2 .
When the six lithium ions are removed from the quantum
cluster region and represented as bare point charges, Jb ,2
increases dramatically and becomes as large as 2102 K. Jb ,1
is much less affected by the removal of the lithium ions and
is reduced to 123 K, leading to Jb ,2 /Jb ,1520.83. The large
change observed for Jb ,2 indicates that the magnetic interac-
tion path ~Cu-O-O-Cu! for this interaction is obstructed
when the Li ions around the cluster are represented by real
charge distributions instead of point charges. Figure 4 repre-
sents the changes in the spin density when Li ions are re-
moved from the quantum cluster region. It clearly illustrates
how the introduction of the short-range repulsion between
the Li ions and the oxygens on the Jb ,2 magnetic path sig-
nificantly reduces the spin density along this path to increase
it on the Cu ions. Hence the overlap between the two oxy-
gens decreases and the two copper ions involved in this mag-
netic interaction are disconnected magnetically.
We now turn to the interchain interactions. The magnetic
pathway for these interactions is rather long and complicated
~see Figs. 2 and 3! and therefore normally result in weak
interactions, but they are fundamental to understand the
three-dimensional magnetic structure of the crystal. The first
conclusion that can be drawn from Table II is that the
second-order perturbative treatment of the correlation effects
is not precise enough for these very small energy differences.
The CASPT2 results are much larger than those calculated
with the variational DDCI method and result in too high a
Ne´el temperature (TN;28 K) when the values are inserted
in the mean-field expression for TN of quasi-1D spin chains
proposed by Schulz.44 On the other hand, the DDCI values
result in a TN around 7 K, much closer to the experimental
value of 9 K.1,45,46 Nevertheless, these values have to be
taken with caution. In the first place, there is the uncertainty
inherent to the mean-field character of the expression,47–49
and secondly, the five calculated interaction parameters must
be converted into one effective in-chain parameter J i and one
effective interchain parameter J’ . Because TN is not very
FIG. 4. Changes in the CASSCF spin density on the addition of
the Li ions to the quantum cluster region. Solid contours indicate a
decrease of the spin density, whereas the dotted contours enclose
areas of increasing spin density.8-5
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can either be neglected or the relation J i5Jb ,12rJb ,2 can be
applied with r51 or r51.12.43,50,51 For the interchain inter-
action, we follow the strategy previously adopted by other
authors,43,52 which consists in taking the average of the in-
teractions perpendicular to the chain as the effective J’ . For
CASPT2, we have used J’5@Ja ,111/2(Jc ,11Jc ,2)#/2
5211.8 K, and for DDCI, J’5(Ja ,11Jc ,1)/2522.5 K.
In the second place, the DDCI results confirm the assump-
tion of Mizuno et al. about the importance of the second-
neighbor interchain interaction.9 We obtain, however, a
slightly different picture of the interchain interaction along
the c axis. Where Mizuno et al. assumed that Jc ,1 and Jc ,2 are
equal and can be written directly as one effective Jc , Table II
shows that Jc ,1 is practically zero and Jc ,2 is much larger. In
addition, we could determine the strength of the interaction
along the a axis, which is approximately half of Jc ,2 . We
have also investigated the size of Ja ,2 , but this interaction
turns out to be practically zero with all three computational
schemes applied in this work. Therefore no further reference
to this interaction will be made. The relative size of the in-
teraction along the body diagonal (Jc ,2) and in the a-b planes
(Ja ,1)—both antiferromagnetic in nature—is not incompat-
ible with the experimental magnetic structure, as AFM align-
ment of the spin chains along the body diagonal is preferred
to AFM alignment in the a-b planes.
D. Hopping parameters
The second set of calculations are devoted to the accurate
determination of the different t’s, which parametrize the dy-
namics of the holes when the system is doped. The fact that
the CuO4 plaquettes are edge sharing has a large effect on
the nearest-neighbor effective hopping parameter tb ,1 .
Whereas a typical value of this parameter in corner sharing
cuprates is around 500 meV, it is more than three times
smaller in Li2CuO2 ; see Table II. On the other hand, tb ,2 is
of the same order of magnitude as tb ,1 and almost three times
larger than the corresponding t in corner sharing cuprates,26
namely the hopping integral between two copper ions sepa-
rated by a linear –O–Cu–O– interaction path. The inter-
chain hopping parameters are smaller in magnitude, but not
negligible relative to the in-chain parameters. As for the
magnetic coupling, we observe that tc ,1 is significantly
smaller than tc ,2 , although the distance between the copper
ion is larger for the latter process ~5.2 versus 6.6 Å!. On the
contrary, the in-chain hopping parameters are rather similar,
unlike the magnetic interactions for which Jb ,2 is only a
small fraction of Jb ,1 . This seems to indicate that the simple
superexchange relation J54t2/U cannot be applied for
Li2CuO2 . Whereas the DDCI parameters substituted in U
54tb ,1
2 /Jb ,1 result in a reasonable on-site repulsion parameter
of 6.7 eV, the same procedure for the next-nearest-neighbor
interaction DDCI parameters lead to an unphysical U
526 eV.
The comparison of the three computational methods ap-
plied in this study shows that the CASSCF and DDCI values
nearly coincide, whereas the CASPT2 values are signifi-
cantly larger. The first observation is in agreement with the01444understanding that the hopping process is basically a one-
electron property and therefore not strongly influenced by
electron correlation effects. Test calculations in which we
only diagonalize a subset of the full DDCI matrix give simi-
lar values and confirm the insensitivity of t to electron cor-
relation effects. This also explains the similar values pre-
dicted with LDA. The second observation indicates that the
CASPT2 method is not the best choice to obtain accurate t’s.
The method also overestimates the hopping parameter for
corner sharing cuprates, ;800 meV instead of the usual 500
meV. Nevertheless, CASPT2 perfectly reproduces the trends
in the hopping parameters obtained at the more accurate
DDCI level. Therefore it can be perfectly used to explore the
basis set and cluster size dependency of the electronic struc-
ture parameters presented in Sec. II F.
E. Magnetic moments
The Mulliken spin populations provide a way to extract
an estimate of the magnetic moment of the different centers
from our cluster calculations. The populations of the
CASSCF wave function corresponding to the ferromagnetic
solution indicate that a very large part of the magnetic mo-
ment is concentrated on the Cu ions. In all clusters, we found
that the Mulliken spin population of Cu is 0.93, and ;0.03
for oxygen. Nevertheless, the CASSCF wave function in-
cludes only a small amount of electron correlation and more
accurate spin populations are needed. Recent work on mag-
netic moments in molecules learns that DDCI spin popula-
tions compare fairly well to experimental results.53 For
Li2CuO2 , we obtain the following DDCI spin populations:
0.76 for copper and 0.12 for oxygen, the spin density on Li is
essentially zero. These values are almost independent of the
cluster model and the basis set applied. The treatment of the
electron correlation effects with DDCI leads to a more delo-
calized character of the unpaired electrons compared to the
CASSCF result, although it does not become as delocalized
as found in the LDA calculations.
To give further support to these cluster model results, we
have determined the magnetic moments from periodic calcu-
lations applying different computational schemes ~see the
Appendix for computational details!. In the first place, there
is the already mentioned UHF calculation, which predicts the
magnetic moments in excellent agreement with the CASSCF
cluster results: 0.90 for Cu and 0.05 for O. Second, we per-
formed LDA periodic and cluster calculations. As expected,
the periodic LDA calculations give similar results as those
previously reported:4 the spin populations are 0.53 and 0.20
for Cu and O, respectively. These results are accurately re-
produced with the LDA cluster model calculation: 0.51 and
0.22 for Cu and O, respectively. Finally, we applied the hy-
brid Becke-3-Lee-Yang-Parr ~B3LYP! functional, a gradient
corrected functional which has 20% Fock exchange and uses
the Lee-Yang-Parr expression for the correlation
functional.54 This functional is one of the most successful
functionals in molecular quantum chemistry and has been
claimed to reproduce spin densities with reasonable accu-
racy, although it has the tendency to slightly overestimate the
spin density on the bridging ligand.55,56 Whereas the UHF8-6
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too small a band gap ~;0.1 eV!, the periodic B3LYP calcu-
lations give a much more realistic band gap of 2.3 eV, in
reasonable agreement with the theoretical estimate reported
in the literature.8 The B3LYP spin densities are 0.65 for cop-
per and 0.17 for oxygen, interpolate between the LDA and
UHF results.
Considering the B3LYP values as an upper limit for the
oxygen spin density and lower limit for the copper spin den-
sity, the results are in good agreement with the DDCI results.
We must caution that the way in which the overlap popula-
tion is divided over the centers—Mulliken population analy-
sis distributes it on equal parts over the two centers
involved—is somewhat arbitrary. Nevertheless, it is clear
that our results situate the magnetic moments somewhere
between the completely localized picture assumed in early
experimental work and the more delocalized interpretation
based on LDA calculations.
F. Cluster size and basis set effects
The validation of the calculated electronic structure pa-
rameters is continued with a check on the dependence of the
J’s and t’s on the one-electron basis set size. In Table III, we
report Jb ,1 and tb ,1 calculated in the Cu2O6Li4 cluster apply-
ing five basis sets of different quality. In this series we in-
vestigate the effect of a frozen ion description of Li, and the
effect of polarization functions on the cluster atoms. The
largest basis set considered consists of a (6s , 5p , 4d , 1f )
basis for Cu, (5s , 4p , 2d) for O, and (3s , 1p) for Li.
The comparison of basis A, B, D, and E shows that the
values listed in Table III are converged for the size of the
basis set. Adding polarization functions and/or any further
extension of the basis set on the cluster ions does not induce
significant changes in any of the calculated values. Further-
more, basis C and D allow us to investigate the role of the Li
ions, since these basis sets are equivalent except for the de-
scription of the Li ions, the former being as frozen ions not
allowing for any covalent interaction with the oxygens. We
TABLE III. Basis set dependency of the magnetic interaction
parameter Jb ,1 ~in K! and the hopping parameter tb ,1 ~in meV! for
Li2CuO2 calculated with an embedded Cu2O6Li4 cluster. Basis A
consists of the Cu ~5s , 4p , 3d! basis, the bridging O ~4s , 3p!
basis, the edge O ~3s , 2p! basis and a Li (2s) basis. Basis B
augments the edge O basis to ~4s , 3p!. Basis C augments B with a
d function on all O but treats the Li ions at the frozen ion level.
Basis D only differs from C in the treatment of the Li ions, namely
by a ~3s , 1p! basis. Basis E consists of a ~6s , 5p , 4d , 1 f ! basis
for Cu, a ~5s , 4p , 2d! basis for O and a ~3s , 1p! basis for Li.
Jb ,1 tb ,1
CASSCF CASPT2 CASSCF CASPT2
Basis A 44 147 180 320
Basis B 45 150 179 322
Basis C 46 159 165 316
Basis D 45 150 164 330
Basis E 44 147 160 35601444conclude that a frozen ion description of the Li ions does not
seriously affect the magnitude of the magnetic coupling pa-
rameters and that the role of the Li ions is ~although essen-
tial! completely static.
The comparison between periodic and cluster model cal-
culations reported in Sec. II B have shown that the cluster
model provides a valid description of the material to derive a
microscopic electronic structure parameter. An additional
check of the validity of the cluster model can be found in
Table IV, where we report the effect of the cluster size on the
properties under study. Starting from the Cu2O6Li4 cluster
used to extract Jb ,1 and tb ,1 , successively more shells are
added. The same strategy is applied for the two-center cluster
to study the convergence of the second-neighbor interactions
and the three-center cluster for the simultaneous determina-
tion of Jb ,1 and Jb ,2 . The largest cluster we consider is
Cu2O6Li20O16Cu2 ~the two extra Cu ions are represented by
TIP’s! for the two-center cluster and CuxO8Li26O12Cu2 (x
52,3) in the second series. Table IV lists the effects of the
increase in the cluster size on the magnetic coupling param-
eters using basis D for the central cluster atoms ~Cu2O6Li4
and Cu3O8Li6!, and (3s , 2p) and (2s) for the other O and Li
ions, respectively.
It is readily recognized that the cluster size effect is small,
Jb ,1 and Jb ,2 do not significantly depend on the cluster size,
provided that the Li ions in the Jb ,2 magnetic pathway are
included. Similar considerations apply for the hopping pa-
rameters tb ,1 and tb ,2 . In addition, it can be observed that Jb ,1
derived from the two center cluster is virtually identical to
that derived from the three center clusters. Finally, Table IV
validates the use of two center clusters to calculate next-
nearest-neighbor interactions. Comparing Cu2O8 with
Cu3O8 , Cu2O8Li6 with Cu3O8Li6 , and so forth, we observe
that Jb ,2 is practically identical in both series and that the
representation of the central copper by a point charge does
not affect the calculated value of Jb ,2 . It is assumed that the
same applies for tb ,2 .
TABLE IV. Cluster size dependency of the CASPT2 in-chain
magnetic coupling parameters Jb ,1 and Jb ,2 ~in K!, and the in-chain
hopping integrals tb ,1 and tb ,2 ~in meV!. All clusters are embedded
in two Cu21 TIP’s and point charges.
Cluster Jb ,1 Jb ,2 tb ,1 tb ,2
Cu2O6 132 329
Cu2O6Li4 150 330
Cu2O6Li20 153 320
Cu2O6Li20O16 156 316
Cu2O8 293 486
Cu2O8Li6 237 278
Cu2O8Li26 230 295
Cu2O8Li26O12 233 230
Cu3O8 138 299
Cu3O8Li6 153 222
Cu3O8Li10 154 222
Cu3O8Li26 167 227
Cu3O8Li26O12 163 2258-7
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The objectives of our Monte Carlo simulations are two-
fold. In the first place, we determine the Ne´el temperature TN
for AFM ordering between the FM chains using the ab initio
magnetic coupling parameters derived in the previous sec-
tion. Second, we study the dependency of the interchain in-
teractions and the ratio Jb ,2 /Jb ,1 on TN .
A. Definition of the model
In order to reproduce the crystallographic structure of the
material and the magnetic interactions between the atoms,
we have divided the lattice into two sublattices, each formed
by next-nearest-neighboring a-b planes. This allows us to
separate the contribution of Cu chains to the equilibrium
properties from that of the whole system. Therefore inter-
plane interactions are represented by interactions between A
and B sublattices. Experimental results45,57,58 show that there
is a strong uniaxial anisotropy along the a axis and therefore
we have represented the Cu ions by Ising spins Si , j ,k
a 56 12 ,
where a labels the sublattices A and B and i, j, k represent the
vector coordinates in each sublattice. Taking into account the
above-mentioned comments, the effective spin-model Hamil-
tonian used in the simulations can be written as
Hˆ 52S2 (
a5A ,B
(
i , j ,k51
N
Si , j ,k
a @Jb ,1Si ,~ j11 !,k
a
1Jb ,2Si ,~ j12 !,k
a 1Ja ,1S ~ i11 !, j ,k
a 1Jc ,2Si , j ,~k11 !
a11 # ,
where N is the number of unit cells considered in the simu-
lation and Jc ,1 , being essentially zero, has been omitted.
Moreover, since the ab initio calculations indicate that the
interchain interactions along the a axis and the c axis are of
the same order, we set J’5(Ja ,11Jc ,2)/2. This reduces the
number of parameters in the simulations to 2, namely
Jb ,2 /Jb ,1 and J’ /Jb ,1 .
With this spin Hamiltonian at hand, we have studied sev-
eral thermodynamic equilibrium quantities through Monte
Carlo ~MC! simulations. MC techniques have been proven to
be very useful for the study of magnetic phase transitions
and nature of magnetic order in a wide range of solid-state
compounds.59 It has the advantage that it allows us to follow
many of the experimentally measured quantities as a func-
tion of the temperature or external magnetic fields while
keeping track of the microscopic spin configuration not di-
rectly accessible by commonly used experimental tech-
niques. In particular, Ising spin lattices with competing fer-
romagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions60 or
topologically frustrated lattices61 have been the object of re-
cent simulation studies aiming at the elucidation of the phase
diagram of the different possible magnetic order.
We have used periodic boundary conditions and treated
systems with linear size up to N520 in order to minimize
the finite-size effects on the thermodynamical properties. The
procedure followed in the MC simulation is the so-called
simulated thermal annealing method.62,63 This method starts
with a random spin configuration at very high temperature,
which is slowly decreased by a constant factor dT . We start01444at a dimensionless temperature T¯ of 4 (T¯ 5T/Jb ,1S2) and use
a reduction factor of 20.005. At each temperature step, the
system is brought to thermal equilibrium by evolving the
system during a large number of MC steps, normally be-
tween 2000 and 5000. The quantities measured after each
MC step are the energy E, the specific heat C, the sublattice
magnetizations M A and M B , and the total magnetization
M Total .
B. Simulation results
Figure 5~a! and inset present the thermal variation of the
specific heat C and the energy E during a thermal annealing
process for the magnetic coupling parameters derived in Sec.
II C. Setting Jb ,151, ferromagnetic in nature, the simulation
parameters are Jb ,2 /Jb ,1521.54931021 and J’ /Jb ,1
521.76131022. The sharp peak in C at T¯ N50.6160.1
signals a transition from a paramagnetic phase to antiferro-
magnetic ordering of the spins. Converting T¯ N in physical
units, we obtain TN510.860.2 K in good agreement with
the experimental value of 9.4 K.1,45,46 The calculated TN is
stable against a further increase of the system size; no sig-
FIG. 5. ~a! Thermal variation of the specific heat C as obtained
from MC simulation applying the ab initio calculated J’s. The po-
sition of the peak in C marks the Ne´el temperature T¯ N for antifer-
romagnetic ordering. Inset: thermal dependence of the magnetic
energy E. ~b! Thermal variation of sublattice magnetizations M A
and M B , and total magnetization of the system M Total . M a561
corresponds to complete FM order along the chains.8-8
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of the low-temperature phase can be understood by looking
at the thermal variation of the magnetizations in Fig. 5~b!.
The sublattice magnetizations M a (a5A ,B) acquire non-
zero values at TN that rapidly saturate to 61 at lower T. This
observation clearly shows that ferromagnetic order in the
chains sets in at TN , while the different signs of M A and M B
indicate that these chains are antiferromagnetically ordered
along the c axis. This is completely in agreement with the
magnetic structure proposed by Sapin˜a and co-workers.1
To study the effect of the second-neighbor in-chain and
interchain magnetic interaction parameters on TN , we have
run simulations varying the J’ /Jb ,1 ratio from 0 to 0.10 for
three different Jb ,2 /Jb ,1 ratios: 28.00031022, 21.549
31021, and 22.50031021. The results are given in Fig. 6.
In the first place, we observe that TN vanishes below a cer-
tain value of J’ /Jb ,1 , indicating that a finite value of the
interchain interaction is necessary to induce AFM order. As
expected from the AFM nature of the interchain interactions,
TN increases with increasing interchain interaction. On the
other hand, the increase in Jb ,2 results in a decrease of the
Ne´el temperature because of the increasing frustration in the
spin chain.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An extended t-J Hamiltonian of the quasi-1D spin chain
compound Li2CuO2 has been parametrized by means of
state-of-the-art ab initio quantum chemistry calculations. We
have established the ferromagnetic nature of the first-
neighbor in-chain magnetic interaction ~142 K!, and ob-
served that the second-neighbor in-chain magnetic interac-
tion is antiferromagnetic in nature and about 15% of the
first-neighbor interaction. These results indicate that the frus-
tration in the spin chain is significantly smaller than sug-
FIG. 6. Dimensionless Ne´el temperature T¯ N as function of the
ratio J’ /Jb ,1 for three Jb ,2 to Jb ,1 ratios. Circles correspond to
Jb ,2 /Jb ,1528.00031022, squares to Jb ,2 /Jb ,1521.54931021,
and triangles give Jb ,2 /Jb ,1522.50031021. T¯ N corresponding to
the ab initio values derived in Sec. II C is marked by an empty
circle.01444gested by other authors. At first sight this could be incom-
patible with the small TN observed for Li2CuO2 and a way to
assess the 3D magnetic structure of the compound ~more
specifically, TN! was opened by completing the model
Hamiltonian with interchain interactions. These antiferro-
magnetic interactions are weak ~23.6 K for the interaction
along the c axis and 21.4 along the a axis! and suggest a
very low AFM ordering temperature TN . The hopping pa-
rameters show a very similar pattern, with the exception of
the ratio between the first- and second-neighbor in-chain
hopping parameters, which is much larger than the ratio of
the corresponding magnetic interactions.
The validity of the parameters has been checked with
three different approaches. In the first place we compare our
cluster model results with band-structure calculations carried
out at the same level of electronic structure theory. The com-
parison at the UHF level shows that the magnetic interac-
tions parameters are essentially identical in the two represen-
tations of the model, e.g., the Jb ,2 /Jb ,1 ratio obtained in the
periodic UHF calculations is 0.04, in very good agreement
with the UHF cluster model result. This validates our repre-
sentation of the material with a finite cluster model. In the
second place, we study the cluster size and basis set depen-
dency of the electronic structure parameters. Neither for the
cluster size nor for the basis set do we observe significant
changes, once a reasonable choice has been made. Finally,
and most importantly, we use our ab initio parameters to
define an effective spin Hamiltonian that permits us to per-
form Monte Carlo simulations of the magnetic system. The
resulting Ne´el temperature of 10.8 K is in good agreement
with the experimental value, showing that a small Jb ,2 /Jb ,1
ratio does not necessarily lead to high ordering temperatures.
Moreover, the Monte Carlo simulations suggest that the sys-
tem is rather close to a situation for which three-dimensional
magnetic ordering no longer occurs.
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APPENDIX
The results listed in Table II have been obtained using
one-electron basis sets of the atomic natural orbital type. The
Cu basis set is a general contraction of the (21s , 15p , 10d)
primitive set to @5s , 4p , 3d# Gaussian-type functions. We
use a (14s , 9p)/@4s , 3p# basis set for O and a (14s)/@2s#
basis set for Li.64,65 This corresponds to basis B in Table III
and results in 212 basis functions for the Cu3O8Li6 cluster
model. Both in the DDCI and the CASPT2 calculations, the
deep-core electrons ~Cu 1s2, 2s2, 2p6, and O 1s2! were8-9
COEN DE GRAAF et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 014448 ~2002!kept frozen. The DDCI and CASSCF/CASPT2 calculation-
shave been performed with the CASDI and MOLCAS 5.2
codes,66,67 respectively. The LDA and UHF cluster model
calculations have been performed with the GAUSSIAN98
program,68 applying the following segmented basis sets:
6-31111G for Cu, 6-31G* for O and STO-3G for Li. The
DDCI calculations have been performed with a molecular-
orbital basis optimized for the spin state with maximum spin
multiplicity, triplet and quartet for the two- and three-center
clusters, respectively.
The CRYSTAL98 program69 has been used for all periodic
electronic structure calculations reported here. Standard basis
sets have been used in the periodic calculations,70 i.e.,014448(20s , 12p , 5d)/@5s , 4p , 2d# for Cu, (14s , 6p)/@4s , 3p# for
O, and (7s , 1p)/(2s , 1p) for Li, where a segmented con-
traction scheme is applied. The cutoff parameters for the
Coulomb and exchange integral evaluation ~ITOL 1-5 of the
CRYSTAL98 code! have been set to 7, 7, 7, 7, 14. The k-space
grid parameter is 6 for the double supercells and 4 for the
triple supercells, yielding 67 and 27 k points in the first irre-
ducible Brillouin zone, respectively. This parameter choice is
taken from previous applications20,35,39 and results in an en-
ergy difference per cell smaller than 1026 hartree for the FM
alignment in the single and triple unit cells and even better
for the difference between single and double unit cells.*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
address: coen@correu.urv.es
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